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IATRIC SYSTEMS, INC. LAUNCHES NEW INTERFACE
ENGINE, EASYCONNECT JAGUAR, TO SOLVE INTEROPERABILITY CHALLENGES
BETWEEN HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS
October 31, 2011 – Iatric Systems, Inc., a leading provider of healthcare software and
interface services, today announced the launch of EasyConnect Jaguar, an advanced
healthcare interface engine. This new software product is designed to help solve
hospitals’ interoperability challenges by eliminating data connection barriers between
Hospital Information Systems (HIS), physician EMR systems, patient care devices,
Emergency Department Systems and many more applications. EasyConnect Jaguar also
helps support the achievement of Meaningful Use by providing a cost-effective way for
healthcare facilities to share clinical data with regional Health Information Exchanges
(HIEs).
Joel Berman, Founder and President of Iatric Systems, explains how this product
supports his company's philosophy. "Like every one of our many healthcare technology
solutions and services, EasyConnect Jaguar was developed based on direct feedback
from our customers. They asked for a way to simplify the creation of new interfaces in
all different healthcare data formats. We responded with EasyConnect Jaguar, an
interface engine so intuitive that new interfaces can easily be created and managed by
non-programmers."
With the EasyConnect Jaguar interface engine, a hospital’s IT staff can quickly and easily
create, manage and monitor interfaces. EasyConnect Jaguar supports all of the major
messaging and protocol standards used in healthcare, such as HL7, XML, Fixed Length,
Delimited, Database (ODBC, OLE DB, Oracle, and SQL) and also supports transfer types
such as MLLP, TCP/IP, FTP, FTPS, SFTP and SOAP.
Because EasyConnect Jaguar is based on a scalable client-server architecture, once the
server hardware is in place, the interface engine can be ready for use in as little as a
single day. It also incorporates the Iatric Systems iAlert monitoring function that detects
and solves interface issues even before they are reported by end users.
For a demonstration of EasyConnect Jaguar or to order a free software trial, contact
info@iatric.com. To learn more about EasyConnect Jaguar capabilities, visit
www.easyconnectjaguar.com.
About Iatric Systems
Recognized by Inc. 5000 as one of the fastest growing privately held companies for the
past four years, Iatric Systems helps hospitals and health systems leverage their HIS
investment with software, interfaces and reporting services. Since 1990, more than
1,000 hospitals worldwide have implemented Iatric Systems solutions; optimizing

patient care and staff workflow in clinical, financial and administrative areas. Iatric
Systems was acknowledged on the Healthcare Informatics Top 100 Healthcare IT
Revenue list in 2009/2010/2011 and the Modern Healthcare Top 100 Best Places to
Work in Healthcare IT in 2009/2010/2011. For more information, please contact

info@iatric.com or visit www.iatric.com.
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